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As a Tour Coordinator, responsible for Assigning vehicle events across the country,
as well as the onsite execution of local event and non local events. Experience in 
faceting of the event including promotion, logistics, setup &amp; breakdown 
&amp; customer service as necessary, etc,.

AUGUST 1979 – JUNE 1980
TOUR COORDINATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for scheduling various assembly programs across the United States.
 Provided voice-overs for production.
 Operated the Tour Desk by answering tour reservations and inquires.
 Managed internal documentation pertaining to public tours.
 Assisted with marketing for public tours.
 Managed communication with potential and confirmed tour groups.
 Established protocols and documentation; hire, manage, and train tour guides; 

and update tour content.

1974 – 1979
TOUR COORDINATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Oversee tours tour guide assignments, group needs, paperwork, and logistics 
for product sampling.

 Professional Goals To Provide world-class customer service and sales by building
long-lasting relationships.

 To put the needs and desires of the customers first, always keeping in mind that
the bottom line is not attainable unless there is strong product knowledge by 
the Agent and a desire to win over the customer with care beyond expectations 
and continue to see customers return on a regular basis thus increasing the 
companys bottom line is met.

 Conduct tours as one of the guides sharing the philosophy, history, and 
elements of the farm.

 Made tour reservations, cashier in the gift shop.
 Checked in customer for the tour, help in snack bar when needed.
 Creating tour itineraries, tour costing, tour budgeting, tour planning, research, 

database data entering and updating, purchasing, sales, promotion.

EDUCATION

High School
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SKILLS

Inventory Management, Multitasking, Problem Solving Skills.
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